### CAPITALISM
- 001F. FYS: The Golden Age of Piracy
- 004. Latin American History
- 026. Frontiers of Capitalism
- 039. Picking up the Pieces: Rebuilding Russia after the Collapse of Communism
- 060. The East India Company: 1600-1857
- 078. China, Capitalism, and their Critics
- 143. Political Economy of the Middle East
- 148. Issues and Debates in Modern Latin America

### CULTURE AND IDENTITY
- 001B. FYS: Human Rights as History: From Haiti to Nuremberg
- 001C. FYS: Why College? The Past and Future of Liberal Arts
- 001L. FYS: The History of Leisure and Play
- 001N. FYS: Chinatowns: Then and Now
- 001U. FYS: Defining an “Us”: Nationalism, Culture, and Identity in Modern Europe
- 001V. FYS: History in the Making: Autocrats, Activists, and Artists in a Changing Middle East
- 002F. Early Modern Europe: Rethinking the Scientific Revolution
- 005A. Early American History
- 008A. West Africa in the Era of the Slave Trade, 1500-1850
- 009A. Premodern China
- 009B. Modern China: Reformers, Revolutionaries, and Rebels
- 010. Asian American History
- 030. Glory Days? Western Europe’s Postwar 1945-1975
- 044. American Popular Culture
- 063S. Voices of the Past: Between Oral History and Memory
- 090X. Divided America: History of the Culture Wars
- 149. Reform and Revolutions in Modern Latin America
- ANCH012. FYS: The World of the Pharaohs: An Introduction to Egyptology
- ANCH023. Alexander and the Hellenistic World
- ANCH028. Ancient Egypt
- ANCH031. The Greeks and Persian Empire
- ANCH039. Identities in the Ancient World: Race, Gender, and Ethnicity
- ANCH040. The New Testament in the Greco-Roman World
- ANCH042. Democracy and Its Challenges: Athens in the Fifth Century
- ANCH044. The Early Roman Empire
- ANCH046. The History and Archeology of the Late Roman Empire
- ANCH056. Pagans and Christians in the Roman Empire
- ANCH066. Rome and Late Antiquity
DOMINATION AND RESISTANCE
001B. FYS: Human Rights as History: From Haiti to Nuremberg
001F. FYS: The Golden Age of Piracy
001Q. FYS: Angels of Death: Life Under Lenin and Stalin
001W. FYS: Promised Lands: European Settler Colonies 1830-1962
002B. Early Modern Europe: Imperial Origins: Britain, Spain, and France, 1492-1791
002X. British History, 1066-1720: From the Crusades to the South Sea Bubble
003A. Modern Europe, 1789-1918: Revolutionaries, Citizens, and Subjects in Europe's Long 19th Century
003B. Modern Europe, 1918 to the Present: Hot Wars, Cold Wars, Culture Wars
005B. Modern American History
006B. The Modern Middle East
008B. Mfecane, Mines, and Mandela: Southern Africa from 1650 to the Present
020. Leviathan's Revenge: Reading Thomas Hobbes in 2020
023. Enlightenment and the Empire: 1776-1803
024. Witch-hunting in the Early Modern World
028. Aux Armes! History and Historiography of the French Revolution
031. France in Algeria, France and Algerians, 1830-present
032. Holidays in the Empire
034. Varieties of Zionist Thought: Judaism, Nationalism, Antisemitism, and the Jewish Question
037. The Holocaust: History Representation, and Culture
038. Angels of Death: Life Under Lenin and Stalin
046. The American Civil War
056. Police, Prisons, and Protests
063. History from Below: Oral History and Community-Based Archives
080B. Biopower vs. Necropolitics: Empires of Life and Death, 1622-2003
128. Russia in the 19th and 20th Centuries
140. The Colonial Encounter in Africa
ANCH010. FYS: Slavery in Ancient Greece and Rome
ANCH016. FYS: Augustus and Rome
ANCH032. The Roman Republic
ANCH043. Thucydides on War, Plague, and Democracy
ANCH056. Pagans and Christians in the Roman Empire
ANCH066. Rome and Late Antiquity

Empire and Nations
001P. FYS: History Through the Lens: Latin America, Latinos, Photography, and the Present
001R. FYS: Remembering History
001U. FYS: Defining an “Us”: Nationalism, Culture, and Identity in Modern Europe
001W. FYS: Promised Lands: European Settler Colonies, 1830-1962
002B. Early Modern Europe: Imperial Origins: Britain, Spain, and France, 1492-1791
002X. British History, 1066-1720: From the Crusades to the South Sea Bubble
003A. Modern Europe, 1789 to 1918: Revolutionaries, Citizens, and Subjects in Europe’s Long 19th Century
003B. Modern Europe, 1918 to the Present: Hot Wars, Cold Wars, Culture Wars
004. Latin American History
005A. Early American History
005B. Modern American History
006B. The Modern Middle East
008B. Mfecane, Mines, and Mandela: Southern Africa from 1650 to the Present
009A. Premodern China
009B. Modern China: Reformers, Revolutionaries, and Rebels
025. Colonialism and Nationalism in the Middle East
030. Glory Days? Western Europe’s Postwar 1945-1975
031. France in Algeria, France and Algerians, 1830-present
034. Varieties of Zionist Thought: Judaism, Nationalism, Antisemitism, and the Jewish Question
037. The Holocaust: History, Representation, and Culture
042. The American Revolution
046. The American Civil War
060. The East India Company: 1600-1857
067. Digging Through the National Security Archive: South American “Dirty Wars” and the United States’ Involvement
077. Fashion: Theory and History
089. The Environmental History of Africa
126. Internationalism, Supranationalism, and Transnationalism in Modern Europe
128. Russia in the 19th and 20th Centuries
140. The Colonial Encounter in Africa
ANCH011. FYS: The Archeology of Empire
ANCH016. FYS: Augustus and Rome
ANCH023. Alexander and the Hellenistic World
ANCH028. Ancient Egypt
ANCH030. History and Archeology of the Early Roman Empire
ANCH032. The Roman Republic
ANCH034. History and Archeology of Early Greece
ANCH035. History and Archeology of Republican Rome
ANCH043. Thucydides on War, Plague, and Democracy
ANCH044. The Early Roman Empire
ANCH046. The History and Archeology of the Late Roman Empire

GENDER AND SEXUALITY
001J. FYS: London Beyond Control: From the Plague Year to the Public Sphere
024B. Witchcraft, Heresy, and Demonic Possession in Seventeenth Century Europe
052. History of Manhood in America
059. Motherhood in American History
131. Gender and Sexuality in America
145. Women and Gender in Chinese History
ANCH039. Identities in the Ancient World: Race, Gender, and Ethnicity

METHOD/THEORY
001E. FYS: Global History of Science
001H. FYS: What Ifs and Might-Have-Beens: Counterfactual Histories
001P. FYS: History through the Lens: Latin America, Latinos, Photography, and the Present
001R. FYS: Remembering History
020. Leviathan's Revenge: Reading Thomas Hobbes in 2020
024B. Witchcraft, Heresy, and Demonic Possession in Seventeenth Century Europe
025. Colonialism and Nationalism in the Middle East
028. Aux Armes! History and Historiography of the French Revolution
032. Holidays in the Empire
063. History from Below: Oral History and Community-based Archives
063S. Voices of the Past: Between Oral History and Memory
067. Digging Through the National Security Archive: South American “Dirty Wars” and the United States’ Involvement
067T. The Pandemic of Cigarette Smoking: Habit, Addiction and Public Health in the Big Tobacco Archives
080B. Biopower vs. Necropolitics: Empires of Life and Death, 1622-2003
080C. The Whole Enchilada: Debates About World Histories
116. European Intellectual History

MIGRATION, DIASPORA, AND SPACE
001J. FYS: London Beyond Control: From the Plague Year to the Public Sphere
001N. FYS: Chinatowns: Then and Now
61. From the Ocean to the River: The Indus and the Ganges in Global History
065. Cities of (Im)migrants: Buenos Aires, Lima, Philadelphia, and New York
080C. The Whole Enchilada: Debates About World Histories
ANCH034. History and Archeology of Early Greece

SCIENCE, MEDICINE, AND ENVIRONMENT
001E. FYS: Global History of Science
002F. Early Modern Europe: Rethinking the Scientific Revolution
61. From the Ocean to the River: The Indus and the Ganges in Global History
067T. The Pandemic of Cigarette Smoking: Habit, Addiction and Public Health in the Big Tobacco Archives
075. Craft and Technology in China
084. Gender, Science, and Technology
089. The Environmental History of Africa